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Long before publication of their research findings in A Life Apart in
ial
le

<!e
m

1972, it was clear that we, the residents, had been conned, it was clear
to us that Miller and Gwynne were definitely not on our side. They were
not really on the side of the staff either. And they were not even much
use to the management and administrators. They were in fact basically on
their own aide, that is the side of supposedly "detached", "balanced",
"unbiased" social scientists, concerned above all with presenting them

selves to the powers-that-be as indispensable in training "practitioners"
to manage the problem of disabled people in institutions. Thus the
fundamental relationship between them and the residents was that of
exploiter* and exploited.

t

us

'detached'

and

out

of

touch

Miller and Gwynne agonise a lot in A Life Apart about their "problem"
of personal involvement aa ^.searchers. They see involvement entirely as a
source of stress for themselves (and anyone else having contact with
residents), and making it difficult for them to acquire a balanced and
unbiased outlook as social scientists. They say, for example, "To respond

,to the emotional needs of the inmate, the staff member must experience an
emotional involvement in the relationship; yet the greater the involvement
on

the greater the stress". (6). As I shall later show, it is highly
significant that they see involvement, for them and for staff, essentially
as a problem-in this way, and strive so hard themselves to take all
possible precautions against it, so as to "acquire and maintain a balanced
outlook" (7) or "regain some detachment". (8). For this purpose they under
went personal psychoanalysis; "relied heavily on the intervention of an
uninvolved colleague to restore some semblance of balance" (9); and made
sure they worked concurrently on other projects. The authors paint a
graphic picture of the stress and strain on them of visiting the institut
ions and talking to residents, and of the profound oscillations of
feeling they underwent - one day overwhelmed by "pity for the plight of
the disabled", and the next day seeing "the staff as victims of the
insistent, selfish demands of cripples who ill-deserved the money and care
that were being so generously lavished upon them". (10). Miller and

Gwynne were, however, consoled by the fact that the only people "concerned
with the disabled population" who were not struggling with a similar
ambivalence were those who were "captured by a permanent bias". (11). This
strange phrase, in the light of other references tc staff being "captured"
by residents, can only-be interpreted as meaning people who support the
struggles of residents for greater autonomy.

What Miller and Gwynne completely fail to recognise is that their
"profound oscillations of feeling" are caused primarily by the fact that
they themselves are profoundly biased and committed against the residents'
interests from the start of their research. I shall try to demonstrate
this bias against us and how as a result of it Miller and Gwynne have
conducted a project totally lacking in scientific objectivity, in spite
of calling themselves "scientists". This bias is evident in their whole
conception of the issues, and therefore in their chosen research methods,
and in all their analyses, conclusions and recommendations.
Their bias is embodied in the terms of reference of the Miller and

Gwynne study. The terms of reference which they themselves proposed and

which the Ministry of Health accepted, were in general terms, "to identify
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more precisely what was involved in providing residential care for incur ables, and to discover possible ways through which appropriate changes
could be brought about".(12).

Miller and Gwynne'9 interpretation of these vague guidelines is given
in the words "to understand and try to tackle the problems of operating
these institutions" (emphasis added), consistent with this, they claim to
have shown that "it is possible both to arrive at more effective concepts
of residential care and to recruit staff and train than to operate more
succe8fully".(13) .

A Life Apart only mentions modern developments in technology and
to home care facilities to proclaim their essential irrelevance to the
matter in hand. There is no mention whatsoever of the Fokus housing,

care and employment schemes in Europe, nor of the countless other
exciting developments throughout the world in which the most severely

impaired people are increasing their participation in society. Such
developments prove conclusively that segregated institutions are no longer
necessary, and cap be replaced by much better arrangements. It follows
that the basic processes at work in existing institutions can only be
properly understood in the light of this key. development. And above all

it follows that the social oppression of residents in segregated instit
utions is realistically to be struggled against and eliminated.
Throughout their research .however, Miller and Gwynne restrict them
selves to a narrow, blinkered approach to the issue, i.e. to try to make

the institutions work a little better. They recognise the institutions
in question are oppressive, and say that entering them amounts to social
death: similarly-! they call institutional life a "living death" and say
that "institutions have inherent pathogenic characteristics" and so on.
(14). But they want to make them work a little better.
Miller and Gwynne* the "balanced" "scientists", in restricting them
selves to this narrow hlinkered approach to the question of segregated
institutions, are at no stage prepared to look seriously, i.e. objectively,
scientifically, at the situation of physically impaired people in our
society to discover whether these oppressive "social death sentences" in
pathogenic (i.e. disease producing) institutions are something which must
be passively accepted as inevitable, or are something which is unnecessary
today and should therefore be actively struggled against.
Rather than approach this question in a scientific way, Miller and
Gwynne prefer to plead that , because social science is relatively
medieval, the results of their research (unlike the physical sciences)
have no scientific status. The results, they say, cannot be objectively
verified, and therefore their principal criterion in developing their
ideas about institutions Is no t whether they are 'true' but whether the
practitioner (the person for whorn the theories are designed) can make
use of their new approach to enlarge his own theory of the situation he is

in and extend his competence.
By pleading a lack of scientific status to their work, Miller and

Gwynne avoid completely the. awkward problem of its abjective evaluation.
An obvious point to make is that, even for the remotest scientific
credibility, "external criteria" are still needed to determine whether the

"practitioner" has actually enlarged his own theory and extended his
competence, unless his personal feelings on this are the only test which

would be about as scientific as magic. Miller and Gwynne's formulation also

^0

abandons any attempt to establish criteria by which to determine the truth
in the new theorieu before they have been tested in practice - it is of
course precisely bcfotehtind that it is vital to know whether a particular

theory is likely to be of use. Kv.'.n in the it own terms, Miller and Gwynne
reduce science to a set of subjective theories that can not be verified
nor evaluated. Their denial of the possibility of objectivity should be
seen for what it is - a complete betrayal, not only of science as it

should be, but also of physicaliy impaired people whose needs they claim
to have special expertise in investigating.

It is their Man against the residents and their betrayal of our

interests that lead Miller and Gwynne to conduct a project totally
lacking scientific, validity. Their lame excuses about the medieval nature

of their science merely erect a smokescreen around their basic error, i.e.

that they nowhere question the fundamental nature of their relationship as
researchers with residents. The true nature of the relationship they in
fact adopt is clearly revealed when we ^ent_ify the 'practitioner'
mentioned above for whom their theories aire "developed. If it were the
enlarged theories and competence of residents which were to be the end

product of Miller and Gwynne's work and the criteria for judging the truth
of Miller and Gwynne's theory, then at least the general orientation would

have been the correct one. But throughout the book it is made abundantly
clear that 'practitioners' are the administering staff in institutions. It
iss their knowledge and competence which is to be increased, while the main

objects of this process do not feature except precisely as_ objects about
whose existence someone else is to be given greater knowledge and compet
ence. It is abundantly clear that Miller and Gwynne's bias is not in
favour oi increasing the residents' control over their own lives.

Avoiding any explicit examination of the cause of the residents'

social death sentence". Miller and Gwynne have in fact adopted from the
start the old medical view thai it in "caused" by the severely crippled

bodies of the inmates. This unexplained fundamental assumption runs right
through A Life Apart and its acceptance if essential for their book to
have even the appearance of beioj; coherent and rational.

As early as page 4 and on page 14 they argue that, although some of
the disadvantages of institutions can be mitigated, "there remains the
underlying problem of irreversibility". What is irreversible in Miller and
Gwynne's view is not just the impairments of residents but also the

psychological and social consequences of these impairments. Clearly Miller
and Gwynne maintain that the root cause of the whole problem is in our

defective bodies and not in the social death sentence unnecessarily passed
on

us.

_ Throughout Che r< -,t of the book, and especially in the chapter
signifjcan11 y ent itled Socj^^j^n^^yoJT^^l^l Consequences of Disability,
•sgam and again the authors describe the. social and psychological
disadvantages imposed on ua as though they were natural consequences of our
nnpai.rmc.ntfj (what they call our physical disabilities). Their view of cur

psychologic.-,I. state is summed up on page 72 as: "infirmity has psycholog
ical

even peyebop.t.'hological - consequences which are often insidious and

even irreversible". On the social "consequences", we are told for example
on page 53 tlwiL the inability to achieve quite ordinary goals "arises out
of the physical disability itacli", Similarly, Miller and Gwynne go on to
say tnat the cripple has to contend, ii/cottgst other things, with the

physical, emotional and financial dependency "that the disability imposes
on his relations with others". Is it not extraordinary that supposedly

AI

balanced and. unbiased social scientists can consistently be confused like
this by an obvious, fact, sue!:, as for ex.awp.le (hat physical impairment and

low income characteristically go together to our society, into making the
ridiculously naive as surapt.ion thai: the impairment causes the low income ?
This is about a3 sensible as assuming that women's bodies cause their low
income and financial dependency in a particular society, or that black

people's bodies cause them to be characteristically in low paid employment.
The social disabilities of oppressed groups are not a consequence of their
own physical attributes, but of forma of social organisation which
discriminate against them. It is in fact those who create, maintain and

just ify the discriminatory forms of organisation who in reality are the
main cause of our social disabilities or death sentences.

The half concealed assumption that our severe impairments actually
5iLuS|. our social problems is essential for Killer and Gwynne's attempt to
justify their concentrating on the task of reconciling us to the inevitab
ility of our eoeial death, and for legitimizing their research into how

the sentence may most humanely be carried out. Miller and Gwynne say they
think that in institutions the "essential task to be carried out is to

help the inmates to wake their transition from social death to physical
death" (15); and their whole, research was from the start geared to
assisting the st*ff in currying out this task more efficiently. I do not
dispute that the task aa r.hey define it la the one which is assigned to

Lutitixutions iu this society. But to recognise this as a present reality

is not at all the same, thing as accepting It "an the only way things can
be. As we already know, the means to overturn the death sentence and
restore residents to active social life have now become available. In these
circumstances, to'try to reconcile residents to their "irreversible" fate

is fundamentally oppressive. There is no essential difference between

Millet and Cwynne's behaviour in relation, to segregated institutions for
people with physical impairments and the behaviour of social scientists

who advise, soy, on concentration camps for a racial minority, and who do
not see the necessity to help the inmates to struggle for their freedom,

but just limit themselves to comparing on- camp with another, telling the
inmates j.t is unrealistic to think of escape, and making recommendations

tor training the authorities to run the camps move efficiently.
Whatever their pretensions to giving a balanced, detached, unbiased

view, the fact is that Miller and Gwynne are extremely biased against the
interests of physically impaired people, and operate as agents of our
oppression. Faced with any socially oppressed group, social scientists have
a choice of only two alternatives: either a firm commitment to serve the
interests of the oppressed group to end their oppression, or a commitment

to serve the. interests of the oppressors to continue their oppressive
practices (which lust they also do by serving their own interests). There
can be uo middle way.

In the first instance a scientific approach remains possible, i.e.
objective reality can be looked at, and science can be placed at the
service of the oppressed group to help thorn free themselves. In the latter

instance a scientific approach is not possible, objective reality cannot
be examined straight but can only be distorted. This latter approach may
be obscured by talk of balance, oi the medieval nature of science, and
heart searching, etc, se practiced by Miller and Gwynne in A Life Apart.

It is commonly believed that commitment to the cause of an oppressed
group means that 'reality' will be ignored or distorted, and therefore
that the best scientist is the one who tries to be least involved and most
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detached. Nothing could be further from the truth, as A Life Apart ill

traces. It is precisely those who try to take a detacheTView of oppress

ion who cannot be obiective. This emerges very clearly in relation to IL
notion of "parasitism". Miller and Gwynne make various references to
residents as parasites, and throughout sec us as essentially feeding off
society not only economically but emotionally as well. However, an obiective examination of the situation shows that it is not people who are

segregated and demand the chance of employment who are the true parasites
The real parasites are those-like Miller and Gwynne who grow fat by
feeding on other people's miseries. On pages 18-19 they come out with the
blatant aomission that they see the institutions issue as "socially
important and "technically interesting" and as promising "both a
theoretical and practical pay-off".

parasites in search

of extending their influence

It is of course necessary for Miller and Gwynne to see the institut
ions issue as "socially important" and "technically interesting" to
justify their claim to have an indispensably important role themselves.
And it is in defence of this real parasitical interest of theirs, that

would provide them with "theoretical and practical pay-offs", that they
cannot face and explain objective reality, since to do this would mean
, recognising and abandoning their own parasitism, and that of all their

fellow social scientists who approach such issues in a similar way

(Erving Goffman, for example, of whom Miller and Gwynne think so highly).
On the other hand, social scicaUr-tr. who consciously abandon their

own particular interests to serve the interests of oppressed people are
freed to undertake the most careful and genuinely "disinterested"

enquiry into objective reality. Oppressed groups have nothing to lose, and
everything to gam, from the most precise and thorough understanding-of
the situation we are struggling to change. To change our oppressive
reality we cannot afford to leave out of account any significant factor in
the situation: to do so necessarily means defeat and the continuation of

the segregation which allows parasites like Miller and Gwynne to grow fat
on our problems. Whether they are from amongst the ranks of physically
impaired people ourselves, or from amongst others who seek to help our
struggle forward, social scientists committed to ending our oppressive
situation are the only one.n who can look straight at reality - not those

who are mainly on the lookout for technically interesting theoretical and
practical pay-offs. A scientific approach must look at a part in relation

to the whole, or institutions in relation to the society, in which they
exist. It must look at social forces as in a state of movement and develop
ment, not as being static; and therefore it must look at institutions in

the context of a changing society. It must also look at the struggles of
people for change in relation to the material and social changes that have
taken place in the society, not as mere reactions to irreversible
natural causes.

Throughout the pages of A Life Apart we can see how the authors' bias

towards^ technically interesting" work with a "theoretical and practical
pay-off conditions all their investigation, methods and findings. The

first paragraph of the Preface tells how thay received from the Ministry
of Health (now part of the Department of Health and Social Security) not
only financial support but also advice, interest and encouragement
throughout the project. Millar and G-..\rune were so grateful for their help
that they voluntarily submitted a draft of their book to the department
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tS a\ thoughi -it
they were fellow human beings !

ji p^^L^r^r^^'^etf^lceS-vhich the? s"k " "*-

is revealed-very elearlv «*.„ I™emes that focus on unconscious elements,

•Significantly they sa^ thai ap 1 ^ " °" ^^^ °f &aked °PP-ssion

they were told b/resideaS are ^"llw"*™ ^ ^ ^ "*"
were a few things they witvessprf ?tl i S 1 -' hearsa>' > etc:-but there
real. They refer to a wlrdT

.

-themselves «^"h they had to accept as

intent only to display^" ^ W ** -^^-.rip a atient

allowed, to eat between mealf IT *?'/ ^ "bere imate£ «*« not
arrangements rlgidlv "oatroliea^" ^^^ drink«S «d ">***
attachment- to a patien ° a L' :, T^ ^V*3 di^i«ed for having an

as "expensive toys" Sen wrSS "h°, " ferred to electric wheelchairs

sub-heade-1
'Institutional
•-^"f °fMiller
thin£*andinGwynne.
a se<^™
say,
"W of
the things weDefencfs
S i «2 "T
Anxiety',

to understand how they have TZe tf
•U".*nd. altho,^b ™ have struggled
•^^i^£HL^asp^tion" ,w sh ^ ^-i^i^icul^^
"^^^^^ifaU^ situation,°" P™!"1^
l^1^JT^^^^r^^r
staffs. unconscious need to W^
as expressions of the

anxiety produced by chra
thfinLttJ
«8-ia.ttry the
^±S^Llite_^hcA
I If^fsT*1
deformed bodies, defences'
they actually
so
^alli^l},^^
"Understanding" slich~
little about the possibleMotivation- P™fe"10nal Point of viev tell, -as
about
the "detached" Position
position whiVS
great
Propagate.
which M.?f
Miller'""V'*"•
and Gwynne b"t
seeka so
harddeal
to

•i-.«^flTS"iV^rS2S "r/"6
—-- dements in ,
*1S t0 emPhasise the need for

professionals like Mi lie- and rL,l'

continue to cope with the intoW M *° f" help C° train sCa« to

oppression of physically Wred I ? " belng the •»«*««-o
s of
alleviate the anxietyV the S
fjf
?
'
^
thr°Ugh
this
trai^g
staff experience m carrying out this rol

the

conclusion (by Judy Hunt assisted by Dick Leantan,
Paul has shown us that 4 i,f„ a
^
M« of
these so-cane/^if^ife-^^demonstrates
how the fundamental

the interests of physicallv ^
f
' MlUer and Gwynne, is a-ainsf
study,, and of their b
L3 "
P*°Ple' THe real £™^™ cf their

interests as parasites r^U* aH ° S?e theIr C™ Professional

iems of an oppressed group

^t*£^

S UV^8 f°r tfc*»«lves out of the prob-

unpaired should live their live, ^

?

.

clear that, when

? °n h°W the Ph-Vsically

being represented bv SJJJ reco^.L T' "°."* °Ut vhat *»*««« is
result of their- impi^entatiot°
°™' ^ Wh° W"ld hene^ « * '

«Mci o^^ers^Lk'the^uettions aw" ^ T^"0 the n0nDal situation in
who askwords,
the questions?
we who thereby bee ^ ^ ^*»«
Which them.
iC " Inother
we now needandtoresea^J^£°™*

^th cT s^i^^jrj^sr^
»• a-question^ ^ ;
Hire, and Paul produced mifbt
a draftbeoff°rsuch

"r,rscXn"mBeror;
S-STX^iSl'STS "!f* ?° ^ ^''^
the questionnaire as an ap^nd'ia oSi " tce but ^ar6" <*•****

certain reservation, on its „»«„-!«

£ttide, but he also expressed

general as ameans of Ltheri^rS™'e"V d-t? ^ '"'"""•itOS i,
and needs to he cLekuy «*Lad Thf/ S™""™ " '?pen to »«««»»

£™£ S~"- ^
BO<;i>;up ... .*.'

~^* t£r«E£2TS isbputhed

"^n rac?d by the questions of other researchers

a

no"n-o-oep t on T^lTuXTt« '"I*™ "—"'*» or Active

ened if xt were to h^e validit-f^ ^ '? ^ develoPed «d strengthinformation. But equally ob^ons a-e thTll T^^ in acquiring
for the disabled user, by glvin* tht, * Vantages that it seeks to gain
the material interest of thlr^^T
obJeetive information about
information of that person's oZ r^v"""^' ^ SOme subi^tive .
oppression. Any infoLtion%ST„ °T
' ^ taCing the realit^ of

interpretation andT i11 " t T ? "" giVe WUld net'd CarGfu*

of which physically impaired people 2 Tt •* ^ "° the development
But it is appended here oasicaliv L
^ C3reful con^deration.
change the relationship that is noL3ll •"et£/XamPle °« how we can .. .

and.,, instead of remaining tL nin°raally lmPosed °n us by researchers -

.become
active part
s^ cnTrll
'I• Sp°Pden.ta t0 P^§ questions,
that will be of use to us in
relationship oy acquiring knowledge
ion and for emancipation^ •
fit™^ ^inst all font* of segregat-

PubliSLn^1^ Qraft byTaul^nT i^vTn ?*
***! **
- ° ^^ " a feW amend-

meats, reorganise see o* the mater111 f

write a conclusion. I can onL honfS 5 ^""Y* Understandi*8. and

content to that which Paul'S himLlfliming^."^^ " "" *
Judy Hunt.
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appendix
QUESTIONNAIRE

Disabled people increasinelv find thJ

ers filmmakers, etcV'for personal fnf

Until recently, my automatic respoLe 5

Yed ^ resea~hers, report-

""^ Md °Piaio^ on disability.

was to co-operate wiilingl" Hoover it" 3PPr°ached with ««* requests *

necessary to look much more closelv at h ?•YmS t0 me that ** ia

he assumptions priVhich they are based Id^ °f qUestions being asked,

information will be put Th/r ! D-Sed> and the purpose to which the

to ask on such occasions ITtKs-^1*1^^ «** «* —Ls need

the interests of disabled peopl a I c°-°Peration advance or retard
therefore designed co helpmate *I
I *?* follc"in5 questions are
should accede to your. recast
i
>Y
Sb°Utassistance.
Vhether or «»t I
.uest for information and

fT^^
-ill be observed with
information for publication i^Te^Y *?' U'±tS Use with °ther

eUSUre that «••« is no Poss b itTo
^ an beindividual.
take°
1." N£rae
3 ardef't^e-y
identifylng "*
you as
«• Previous occupations

*gP'

3- Occupation

5- Parents' (or other Guardians') occupations

6"7- Places
TyPe °fofSCh°Cl(S)
™d
(e.g.
comprehensive,
public)
fii~,-;-«-,»-/K • •

fu.t.ter/higher education, and subjects covered

3. Qualifications obtained
9- Any experience re-evant fr

-e/ant to present project

10. Salary from employment

11. If student, grant per annum
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•iftSf^-^K;^.'^V'<^4v-S:^" 't:J- 1-' .•..-•-./,---'.-•''. r •*.- • =«;;' •-. .Ar- -'-.^' ••*---t;- *.,v-s-.ig?ii,5^f.->..K-,-.^-.s .->•.

- 12. If student, estimated first salary when qualified
13. Other income - please give sources •

•;

14. Estimated top salary, in career path

•Y :

"'....'"'.....

15. Do you have any physical impairments - if so please specify 7
16. Mow did you first become involved with disabled people ?
17. Why do you think you chose the kind of work that brines vou int.
contact with disabled people as a group ?
g 7
t0

18 *aTlelYfi CCCT3Unfcati^ « impossible without agreed definitions of

hereby eKcLdaeTSeVf/e°Ple
*" ^ phySl"1
»»»-««»
activities
participation.in
tbe mainstream
of social

"^^"atives" """ " ^ *«• "» Virions say „hy and

19' P^oSoXedTSr^t eiSuerT? "*"" * >" <«- »*"—.
20. Who rill.have access to the information - who is it for ?
21. Who is paying the eapsnses ?

22' srantY
*"* ?f^ the WOrk <in addition to salary' orr
grant; - ^Y
if eo,PY
how 8
much
23. What are the exact tenne of reference-you are working to 7

24' Sole! ^ W 'iOU think th£ pr°Ject Wil1 heiP tabled People as a
"" thevYpf," knowu,that,t^ baaic ideas which people already have when

answers
1" 0ftenselection
VY *"***
dl^efor^*
ere tLyYYa^Y
cney get and the subsequent
of material
u*p t„

Phrasing your questions, what was the main thing you had inZi% I
find out - what idea was uppermost in your mindV
""* C°

26. It is of the utmost importance that disabled people learn to «H«r*«.

uish between those workers on their behalf whose fundLYta\ prLlpprinSpletYf; Y th°Se ^ P™"?^ «« incorrect. CorreY ?

the
7 f capacity
^^ rec°gnitioQ
that to
society
has now
developed
the SSn
technological
and other means
integrate
physicallv

impaired people into the mainstream of life (that

ill

7

and other related areas of life such aa eduoat^n, tZ^^^T"
disabU ty 'i'i.e. "r
^ "" " ***
for ^
e1^^.
disability
for ?H
tull integration,
end our
struggles
should allbe directed towards this end. Commitment to this basic principle and

to others which flow from it such as the absolute necessity for the
49

^Y:,skY%^

mass of disabled people to become active in tackling their own prob

lems, is essential for professionals and others who seek to help us
?Y.Yh SUCh a P°sitive commitment to integration can wo-kers on our
behalf help to eliminate disability. Those who take the opposing view
will
instead create and entrench disability, and should be strolled
against.
°*-'-"t>5i.ea
Please comment on these statements.

27. Recently a researcher sent a Questionnaire to members of hosnital

characteristic, ,

•* ^ "C<""' gI°"*' "hich *>* ~="=rast is

thh:[rCquerstLCearsyinPar:t^ "^"^ ""' ""M "°< " <•«*«

it ir,ftl.?r' "h7 d^S this "<>•"*<» exist J And do you a~res that

as llZlZtflt %££'Z£X «•*"** - -«- -°" -

28. How do you feel about receiving ttis Questionaaire ?

2?' thS SeUstionusUfree8'i0"8 *" ^"~«« » -7 fttcr. versions of
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